
RICH PERMANENT COLOR CREAM



DON’T BE SATISFIED 
WITH JUST COLORING YOUR HAIR.

MAKE SURE
IT LOOKS YOUNG TOO.



OUR CHALLENGE ?

TO SATISFY ANY COLORING NEED WHILST MAKING HAIR APPEAR 
VISIBLY YOUNGER. 

NO INHIBITION HAS CREATED THE FIRST COLOR THAT, AS WELL AS 
GUARANTEEING A BRILLIANT RESULT, ALSO HAS A REJUVENATING 
EFFECT ON THE HAIR.

As if illuminated from within, the hair discovers its original beauty.

some like it color



A WORK OF ART INSPIRED  
BY NATURE,  

DESIGNED BY SCIENCE.

NO INHIBITION MULTI-COLOR

Contains a mix of highly effective active ingredients. 

MULTICROME - Age defense*

° Restructures hair
° Generates radiance, hence the color reflects light effectively
° Fixes the pigments of color for longer lasting intensity.

From the heart of z.one concept™ research laboratories springs 
a new color that guarantees optimal results and delivers a unique 
regenerative power. 

A treasure that propagates its extraordinary properties by delivering 
sublime color and radiant hair.

MULTICROME - Age defense*

Thanks to this synergetic complex hair appears brighter and healthier. 

NO INHIBITION MULTI-COLOR

° Guarantees perfect long-lasting color thanks to its state-of-the-art  
 pigment content  
° Hair is nourished and radiant.

Thanks to this synergy the color reflects intensely giving hair a younger look.

THE FINAL RESULT IS HAIR THAT IS VISIBLY HEALTHY,  
AS IF IT WERE REJUVENATED.
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REGENERATION
HYDRATION 
RADIANCE

simply sublime



REGENERATION - NANO LIPOBELLE

Over time the structure of hair changes. The percentage of 
keratin decreases, making hair appear more weak and fragile.
Even the color appears faded.
Thanks to the regenerating properties of nano lipobelle the hair 
finds its original beauty

PROPERTIES

Increased penetrative capacity thanks to the presence of highly 
purified soya phospholipids which stabilize the nanoparticles.
Soya is a very important element that restores the hair’s 
radiance.

This active ingredient, which contains vitamin E, produces 
coenzyme Q10 that tends to diminish with the passage of time.

The synergy between coenzyme Q10 and Vitamin E:
- performs a regenerating action
- performs an anti-oxidant action
- makes hair more vibrant and healthy.

HYDRATION - YLANG YLANG EXTRA  
ORGANIC ESSENTIAL OIL

The name Ylang Ylang is of Tagalog origin, and signifies “flower 
of flowers”. It is a tree that grows up to 12-15 meters, which 
originates in Madagascar, and is evergreen or semi-evergreen.
In the past it has been used to give hair shine and strength; 
women would soak their hair with the oil extracted from its 
fragrant flowers.

PROPERTIES

- nourishing action
- supplies hydration
- soothing and smoothing action. 

SEA SATIN® RADIANCE

Sea Satin® is extracted from a plant, Beta Maritima (Sea Beet), 
which grows spontaneously along the coastal areas of the 
Mediterranean. It is highly resistant to water and the dense sea air.

PROPERTIES

- de-tangles, gives volume and radiance 
- protects against fading caused by pollution and UV rays 
- conditioning and nourishing action 
- maintains the brilliance of hair color.

simply sublime



make your color iridescent

THE EMULSION CONTAINS:

° coloring pigments that are state of the art: carefully selected and controlled 
in order to maintain a stability of results over time. Long-lasting brilliant color.

° The formula of the cream is perfectly balanced: minimal ammonia content 
guarantees perfect results whilst respecting the hair. 

° Beeswax with film-forming and soothing properties. In addition it has 
exceptional hydrating and softening qualities when applied to dry hair.

° The emulsion is easy to mix

° Vitamin C is indispensable during the application of color in order to 
combat the hair’s fragility and to give it the elements it needs in order to be 
healthy and strong.

THE COMPOSITION OF THE EMULSION ENSURES  
MAXIMUM PRACTICALITY IN THE MIXING AND APPLICATION PROCESSES.

simply sublime

MAXIMUM COVERAGE OF WHITE HAIR USING A SIMPLE METHOD  
WITH IMMEDIATE RESULTS.



OXIDIZING EMULSION

These are studied specifical ly in order to act in synergy with  
NO INHIBITION MULTICOLOR and develop a greater expression of 
pigments contained in the formula.

NO INHIBITION oxidizers, developed in four versions, are creamy, 
perfumed and conditioning and have a delicate action on the scalp and 
hair, thanks to special soothing and protective substances.

A very special thank you to:
President Ivano Panzeri / Photographer Kamil Strudzinski / Art Director Maja Wiszniewska / Marketing Director Emanuela Porcu / Graphic Designer Marika Vanetti /  
z.one creative team and to all the uninhibited minds.

Discover the new world of color online
z-oneconcept.com



RICH PERMANENT COLOR CREAM
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